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‘Arran Water’ is the term for whisky illicitly
distilled on the Isle of Arran. It was
smuggled throughout Scotland and revered
for its quality, particularly during the late
18th and early 19th Centuries. Here is a full
narrative account of the processes, clandes-
tine activities, myths and consumption,
leading to the present-day, legal production
at Lochranza and Lagg. It makes a great
story to go with a dram.

Soay, to the south of Skye, was
evacuated on Saturday 20 June 1953
and the author’s father was in charge of
the operation. This privately printed,
compelling account focuses on personal
perspectives involving hopes and fears
centred on the growing awareness that
an insular lifestyle could no longer be
sustained. It’s a latter-day St Kilda.
Indicate your interest to Donald who
may have a spare copy!  

This author does not focus on the illicit, but,
in a literary sense, takes you to ‘legal highs’
with his sharp descriptions of scenery,
carefully planned walks, introductions to
characters and their stories. The book is
essentially an evocative circumnavigation of
an island that has a wide range of landforms,
agricultural uses, centres of activity and
human settlements - all within the waters of
the Gulf Stream.  

Wild Things Publishing always wants its
enthusiastic writers to involve their
readers. Lisa Drewe’s use of the word
‘Islomania’ puts matters in context as she
loves to venture to the outer edge of the
UK’s 50 most spectacular islands. She
combines engaging travel writing with
photography and an invitation to
venture into an astonishing range of
islands to treasure. Directions are
plentiful in this book. 

Plant and animal invaders have colonised
the British Isles for thousands of years. Here
is a full account of the arrivals, escapes and
natural defence mechanisms, with those
with Scottish island interests being drawn
to the analyses of hedgehogs as incomers,
the tale of the Orkney vole, wallabies on a
Loch Lomond island, American mink in
the Outer Hebrides and the eradication of
black rats from The Shiants. 

Many of our readers have lived through
decades of film-making and television
serials where locations are all-important
in production and presentation. Scotland
has often been the backdrop and brought
to the forefront as the industry has
developed. Consider this highly-
illustrated handbook to be something of
a ‘trailer’ as well as a reference guide to
places which are embedded in millions of
cinematic memories.   

Arran Water
by Gregor Adamson
£9.99 Neil Wilson Publishing Ltd
978-1-906000-97-4

The Evacuation of Soay
by Donald Dickie 
Available in Scottish West Coast & Island
Libraries   Contact: dkdickie@yahoo.co.uk 

Arran: Travels Treasures
and Tales
by Ian McMurdo
£15.00 Carn   978-1-911043-08-9

Scotland Film Locations
by Phoebe Taplin
£6.00 Pitkin
978-1-84165-841-4

Invasive Aliens
By Dan Eatherley
£16.99 William Collins
978-000-826274-7

Comings & Goings

Islandeering
by Lisa Drewe 
£16.99 Wild Things Publishing
978-1-910-63617-6


